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Note to Mr. Riza OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE ICJ IN THE CASE ARMED ACTIVITIES
ON THE TERRITORY OF THE CONGO

1 . We have noted from the Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights' reply to
you that from OHCHR's perspective, there is no difficulty with the proposal that : the
Secretary-General would address a letter of appeal to both Rwanda and DRC to act for
the prevention of grave violations of human rights and international humanitarian law.

2. Noting that this appeal will be addressed to the two parties, we do not have
difficulty with the idea of sending it, and wejare prepared to work with OHCHR on its
text. However, in view of the fact that thejwpjparties are either directly involved or
closely associated with the current efforts of the Secretary-General to address the military
and" security" issues between them and those of SESG Niasse to help the Congolese parties
reach an inclusive agreement, we would recommend that the proposed letter of appeal be
sent by the High Commissioner for Human Rights .

Kieran Pren
17Jiuy2/5o

cc: Mr. Guehenno
Mr. Ramcharan
Mr. Kalomoh
Mr. Zerihoun
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POSSIBLE DRAFT LETTER FROM HC TO FOREIGN MINISTERS
OF DRC AMD RWANDA

Your Excellency,
I am writing on an issue about which. I am convinced you would share my concern,

namely, the need to act urgently for the prevention of violations of human, right? and for the
effective protection of those rights in the border regions of 1he Democratic Republic of the
Congo and Rwanda.

I am aware that other instances are seized with these and related issues, and do not
wish to enter into the substance of the position of either Government. However, there is
incontrovertible evidence of gross violations of human rights in the border areas which have
also been the subject of pronouncements by the Security Council.

My purpose in writing this letter is two fold; first, to make an urgent appeal to you and
Your Government to initiate urgent measures for the protection of human rights in the border
areas; second, to invite your views as to whether the Office of High Commissioner, in
cooperation with other parts of the United Nations could possibly be of assistance in this
regard.

My desire is to be helpful and to assist in doing whatever might be possible to help
prevent violations of human rights that are occasioning widespread international concern.

Please aooept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Yours sincerely,

MR.
HCHR




